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An active-vision process is presented by the affine invariability of the ratio of triangle areas to reconstruct the 3D object. Firstly, a plate 

with the triangle array is designed in the same plane of the planar laser. The image of the plate is rectified from the projection space to the 

affine space by the image of the line at infinity. Then the laser point and the centroids of the triangles constitute a new triangle that bridges 

the affine space and the original Euclidean space. The object coordinates are solved by the invariant of the triangle area ratio before and 

after the affine transformation. Finally, the reconstruction accuracy under various measurement conditions is verified by experiments. The 

influence analyses of the number of line pairs and the accuracy of the extracted point pixels are provided in the experimental results. The 

average reconstruction errors are 1.54, 1.79, 1.90, and 2.46 mm for the test distance of 550, 600, 650, and 700 mm, which demonstrates the 

application potential of the approach in the 3D measurement. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Spatial point is the main object in the non-touch 

applications that deal with the geometrical-value 

measurement such as part manufacturing [1], [2], traffic 

guidance [3], [4], scene reconstruction [5], [6], robot control 

[7], [8], and medical inspection [9], [10]. In the vision-based 

reconstruction of the 3D point, a camera is a widely used 

instrument to profile the shape of the 3D object. However, 

the mapping from the 3D point to the 2D point is a non-

invertible process due to the degree loss. Thus, an additional 

camera is employed for the passive vision reconstruction 

[11], or an additional structured light is employed for the 

active vision reconstruction [12]. 

The stereo vision consists of two cameras [13]. The key of 

the stereo vision is matching the corresponding points 

between two images of two cameras. The geometrical 

constraint of pole-polar-line relationship is often adopted to 

solve the problem [14]. The active vision is structured by a 

light source and a camera. The light source generates the 

line pattern [15], planar pattern [16], or coded pattern [17], 

etc. The line pattern light takes the advantage of the 

simplicity to be processed for the reconstruction and the 

disadvantage of little information. The coded pattern light 

benefits the construction by the abundant information, 

whereas the coded pattern tends to be affected by the 

environmental light. The planar pattern is a moderate 

configuration as it provides relatively abundant information 

and is relatively impervious to the environmental light 

influence. 

Previous studies focused on the object reconstruction from 

the camera image with the vanishing point, which is the 

mapping of the point at infinity. The projection structure of 

the camera model is simplified, and then the intrinsic and 

extrinsic parameters are derived from the image features. 

Orghidan et al. [18] present a self-calibration method for the 

structured light with the vanishing points. The projector 

keystone effect is removed by the vanishing points. Then the 

chessboard-pattern structured light is mapped to a simple 

planar surface to calibrate the camera-projector system. The 

method felicitously applies the projector to generate the 

chessboard pattern on a non-pattern surface that replaces the 

patterned target for the calibration. Nevertheless, the 

assumptions of the principle point on the image center and 

two vanishing points are required for the reconstruction. E. 

Guillou et al. [19] propose a camera calibration method with 

the vanishing points for the preliminary 3D reconstruction 

from the single image. Two pairs of vertical lines are the 

necessary pattern on the 2D target. The vanishing points are 

modeled to calculate the focal length and the rotation 

representation  of the camera.  The translation representation 
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of the camera is derived from the known length of the line 

segment on the target. The enhancement of the method lies 

in realizing the camera calibration and the coarse object 

reconstruction by only one image. But the configuration of 

two pairs of vertical lines is obligatory in the image, and the 

principle point is also supposed on the image center. L. 

Wang et al. [20] provide a camera calibration method based 

on the vanishing line. A hexagon is used as the calibration 

target. First, the vanishing line is calculated according to the 

projection image. The azimuths are calculated according to 

the relevant information from the vanishing line. Finally, the 

camera position parameters are calibrated by the geometric 

projection relationship. The method simplifies the process of 

image feature extraction, whereas at least three pairs of the 

parallel lines are necessary for the hexagon. Y. Zhao et al. 

[21] introduce a method to calculate the vanishing line and 

perform the camera self-calibration by using the circles and 

the centroids. The image coordinates of the circles are 

extracted from more than three images. As the vanishing 

line and the circle center represent the relationship between 

the polar line and the pole, three linear equations are 

obtained to calculate the vanishing line. Then the intrinsic 

parameters are determined by the properties of the circular 

points. The method is easy to be performed and simple in 

principle. However, the method requires the camera to take 

images of the template in three or more different 

orientations. J. A. Gibbs et al. [22] proposed a three-

dimensional vegetation reconstruction method based on 

active vision. The combination of a robot-arm and a camera 

realize the dynamic manipulation of the camera viewpoint, 

which solves the problem of obstacle occlusion in the 

detection. The view sphere formed by the robot-arm 

positions the camera. The active vision system ensures the 

information acquisition of the important morphological 

structure of the target plant. Finally, the characteristics of 

the objective plants can be restored automatically by the 

system. D. S. Schacter et al. [23] proposed a method of the 

dynamic camera orientation selection based on active vision. 

The cameras are reconfigurable to capture the deformation 

of the object with the special points on it. The system 

obtains the pose information of the moving target. The 

reconstruction error is minimized by considering the 

deformation of the object. The experimental results show 

that the method is more flexible and accurate than the fixed 

camera system. 

As the homography from the reference plane in space to 

the image contains 9 unknown variables, there are 8 degrees 

of freedom (DOFs) to be determined for the homography, 

except for the global scale factor. The 8 DOFs include 3 

DOFs of the Euclidean transform, 1 DOF of the similarity 

transform, 2 DOFs of affine transform, and 2 DOFs of the 

special projection transform, in the transform order from the 

reference plane to the image. Most studies solve the 8 DOFs 

of the homography with geometrical elements on the 2D 

reference and then depict the features on the 2D reference 

plane. However, the 8 DOFs are unnecessary to be all 

solved for the reconstruction purpose theoretically. The 

image with the geometric distortion derived from the 

projectivity can be rectified to the image with the affine 

transform by solving the 2 DOFs of the special projection 

transform [24]. After the rectification, there is only the 

affine distortion from the 2D reference plate to the image 

plane. 

In the reconstruction process, the test system including a 

planar laser, a 2D reference textured by the array of triangles 

and a camera is constructed to recover the feature of the 

tested object in Euclidean space. The planar laser is coplanar 

to the 2D reference plate. A reconstruction method with the 

active vision is proposed in the affine-distortion-image 

space, which is based on the affine invariability of the area 

ratio between the triangle on the reference plane and the 

triangle consisting of the unknown laser point and centroids 

of 2 small triangles on the reference plane. The first benefit 

of the reconstruction method is that the information 

recovery of the laser projection in Euclidean space is 

achieved in the affine-distortion-image space. Only 2 

unknown DOFs should be solved for the rectification from 

the projection space to the affine space, which is more 

convenient and simpler than solving the 8 unknown DOFs 

from the projection space to the original Euclidean space. 

The second benefit of the reconstruction method is that the 

laser projection is recovered by the affine invariability of the 

area ratio between the triangle on the reference and the 

triangle with the laser projection. One point of the triangle is 

the laser point. The other two points of the triangle are 

generated from two centroids of two small triangles on the 

reference, which are accurate as the centroid presents the 

center position calculated by the vertex average value of the 

small triangle. This method makes full use of the affine 

invariance of the triangle area ratio to transform the 

projection-space image with the metrical laser projections 

into the affine space for the object reconstruction. Two 

DOFs of the image are necessary to be solved in the affine 

space, compared with the eight DOFs to be solved of the 

previous methods. Therefore, the number of degrees to be 

solved is reduced in the affine space. Moreover, the triangle-

array pattern used in this paper not only constructs the affine 

invariant of the area ratio in the process of reconstruction, 

but also provides the convenience for the corner detection in 

image processing. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

constructs the recovery process of the active-vision-method 

based on the invariability of the ratio of the triangle areas in 

the affine space. Section 3 verifies the recovery method by 

the reconstruction experiments and comparison experiments 

with the benchmark. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

 

2.  RECOVERY MODEL 

A.  System setup 

The recovery system is comprised of a planar laser 

generator, a planar reference with the triangle array pattern, 

and a camera, as described in Fig.1. The planar laser is 

relatively stationary and coplanar to the reference plate. The 

planar laser and the plate move in the view-field of the 

camera. The 3D point Yj on the intersection laser stripe is 

also captured by the camera. The camera coordinate frame 

(CCF), the image coordinate frame (ICF), and the reference 
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coordinate frame (RCF) are represented by OC-XCYCZC, OD-

XDYDZD, and OO-XOYOZO, respectively. 
 

 
 

Fig.1.  System setup, definitions of the coordinate systems and 

affine rectification for the active vision reconstruction with the 

triangle array. 

 

B.  Affine rectification 

In order to avoid solving the 8 DOFs from the image, the 

image is affinely rectified by employing a method with the 

image of the line at infinity in [24]. As the image of the line 

at infinity can be determined by two pairs of projections of 

the parallel lines, the parallel-line images are generated from 

the triangle array pattern and extracted by the Hough 

transform [25]. A pair of parallel lines intersects at a point at 

infinity in the image. Thus, two pairs of the parallel lines 

provide two points at infinity, which determine the line at 

infinity. In the image, the projections of two pairs of the 

parallel lines intersect at two points that are the images of 

the points at infinity. Therefore, 

 
D D D

,1 ,1 ,2q q q= ×x w w                                 (1) 

 
D D D

,2 ,3 ,4q q q= ×x w w                                 (2) 

 

where 
D

,1q
w , 

D

,2q
w , 

D

,3q
w , 

D

,4q
w  are the images of two pairs of the 

parallel lines 
O

,1q
w , 

O

,2q
w , 

O

,3q
w , 

O

,4q
w  on the reference plate. The 

variable q represents the serial number of the q-th parallel 

line taken in the experiment. The symbol × is the operation 

of the cross product. 
D

,1q
x , 

D

,2q
x  are the images of the two 

intersection points of the parallel lines. 

As there are several pairs of parallel lines on the reference 

plate, the images of the points at infinity determine the 

image of the line at infinity by 
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where [ ]TD

1 2 3w w w∞ =w  is the image of the line at infinity and 

is determined by the images of the points at infinity. The 

SVD method [25] is employed to contribute a precise 
D

∞w . A 

pair of infinity points can determine the line at infinity 

theoretically. However, there are errors in the step of 

extracting parallel lines from images, which affects the 

solutions of infinite points and infinite lines. Therefore, we 

adopt q pairs of points to determine the infinite line jointly, 

which reduce the impact of noise on the accuracy of the 

final reconstruction results. As the line at infinity is an 

invariant for the affine transform, the affine transform from 

the projection-distortion-image to the affine-distortion-

image is 

1 2 3

1 0 0

H= 0 1 0

w w w

 
 
 
  

. Therefore, the point in the image 

with the projection distortion can be transformed to the 

image with the affine distortion by 

 
,F Hj j=Y y                                   (4) 

 

where Yj,F is the laser point in the affine space with zero 

value in the vertical axis of the reference. yj is the image 

laser point in the projection space. 

 

C.  3D information solution based on ratio of triangle areas 

in affine space 

After the rectification processed by the line at infinity, 

there is only the affine distortion in the image. Hence, all the 

geometrical elements on the plane of the reference plate are 

transformed in the affine space from the original captured 

image. In the affine space, centroid and ratio of areas are 

two invariable features from the original Euclidean space to 

the affine space [24]. Therefore, the triangle centroid and 

ratio of triangle areas are selected to determine the 

information in the Euclidean space by the reference plate 

with the triangle array, as shown in Fig.2. 
i

pX , p = 1, 2, 3, 

are the centroids of the three small triangles on the reference. 

 

 
 

Fig.2.  3D point reconstruction with the ratio of triangle areas in 

the affine space. 

 

The known vertices of a small triangle on the reference 

plate are represented by ,1

i

pX , ,2

i

pX , ,3

i

pX  in RCF. ,1

i

px , ,2

i

px , 

,3

i

px  are the mapping points of ,1
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pX , ,2

i

pX , ,3

i

pX  to the image, 
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respectively. 
,Fi

pX , 
,F

,1

i

pX , 
,F

,2

i

pX , 
,F

,3

i

pX  are the affinely rectified 

points in the image or, in other words, the points mapped 

from the original Euclidean space in RCF to the affine space 

in ICF. 

The centroid of the small triangle in RCF is expressed by 

 

( ),1 ,2 ,31 3i i i i

p p p p= + +X X X X                         (5) 

 

where the variable i is the serial number of the element used 

in the i-th area ratio. In the affine space in ICF, the centroid 

of the small triangle is 

 

( ),F ,F ,F ,F

,1 ,2 ,31 3
i i i i

p p p p= + +X X X X                         (6) 

 

The general affine transform of the vertices of the small 

triangle from the original Euclidean space in RCF to the 

affine space in ICF is expressed by 

 
,F

,1 A ,1H
i i

p p=X X                                  (7) 

 
,F

,2 A ,2
Hi i

p p
=X X                                  (8) 

 
,F

,3 A ,3H
i i

p p=X X                                  (9) 

 

where HA is the affine homography from the original 

Euclidean space in RCF to the affine space in ICF. 

Substitute equations (7)-(9) to equation (6), then 

 

( ),F

A ,1 ,2 ,3
H 1 3i i i i

p p p p
 = + + X X X X                     (10) 

 

Stacking equations (5) and (10), the centroid of the small 

triangle in the affine space is  

 
,F

AHi i

p p=X X                                 (11) 

 

Therefore, the centroid of the small triangle in the original 

Euclidean space in RCF is mapped to the corresponding 

centroid of the small triangle in the affine space. 

Note that the points ,F

,1

i

p
X , 

,F

,2

i

p
X , 

,F

,3

i

p
X  are rectified from the 

projection space to the affine space by 

 
,F

,1 ,1Hi i

p p=X x                                  (12) 

 
,F

,2 ,2Hi i

p p=X x                                  (13) 

 
,F

,3 ,3Hi i

p p=X x                                  (14) 

 

Moreover, 
,Fi

p
X  is derived from equation (6) and equations 

(12)-(14). 

As the ratio of the triangle areas is the invariant of the 

affine transform, two triangles are generated from the 

centroids of the small triangles on the reference and the 

point on the laser stripe. The centroid of the small triangle is 

selected as an average value of the vertices to minimize the 

errors. The ratio of two large triangle areas in the original 

Euclidean space and the affine space is 

,F ,F ,F ,F ,F ,F
1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3
i i j i i i i i j i i iS S S S

∆ ∆ ∆ ∆
=

X X Y X X X X X Y X X X          (15) 

 

where Yj is the unknown point on the laser stripe in the 

original Euclidean space. Yj,F is the point on the laser stripe 

in the affine space and is derived from equation (4). 

The area of 
1 2
i i jS

∆X X Y  is solved by equation (15). Let 

1 2
i i j

ik S
∆

=
X X Y , ( )T

1 1 1, ,1i i ix y=x , ( )T

2 2 2, ,1i i ix y=x , ( )T

3 3 3, ,1i i ix y=x , 

( )T

4 4, ,1j j jx y=Y . For the i-th ratio of the triangle areas, 

equation (15) is 
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Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, …, n, equation (16) is arranged 

to 
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0

L

       (17) 

 

where ( )T

4 4, ,1j j jx y=Y  can be solved by the SVD method [26]. 

The laser point Yj is measured in mm in equation (17). As 

the method focuses on the recovery of the laser point in 

Euclidean space, the third degree of the laser point is 

provided by a ruler rather than the repetition of the point 

transform to CCF with the well-known Zhang method [27]. 

Hence, for the experiments, the laser point is represented in 

RCF. 

 

3.  EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the experiments, the instrumentation consists of a 

1280×960 resolution camera, a planar laser generator, a 

ruler, a reference plate patterned with the equilateral triangle 

array, and a board for the error analysis. The edge length of 

the triangle is 80 mm. The error analysis board is pasted by 

the checkerboard pattern and the side length of the element 

on the board is 30 mm. The planar laser generator is fixed 

on the reference plate and coplanar with the reference plate. 

An inspection system composed of a three-dimensional 

target and a rectangular ruler is designed to verify the 

coplanarity of the laser plane and the reference plate. Firstly, 

the 2D reference plate is positioned to be parallel to the 

bottom plane O-XY of the 3D target through the rectangular 

ruler. The reference plate overlaps the line AB on the O-XZ 

plane of the 3D target. Therefore, the reference plate and the 

plane ABC are coplanar. Then the laser plane is projected on 

the target. The laser plane should intersect the O-YZ plane of 

the 3D target with the line BC, or else the laser projector is 

adjusted by the adjustment screws. Secondly, the 2D 

reference plate is moved to the other position along the line 

AB. The intersection laser line between the laser plane and 

the O-YZ plane should also be colinear to the line BC. Thus, 

the laser plane is coplanar to the plane ABC. Therefore, two 
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lines on the laser plane are located on the plane ABC which 

is the same plane of the 2D reference plate. Based on the 

above process, the laser plane is coplanar to the reference 

plate. The method and experiment of the coplanarity 

verification are shown in Fig.3. 

 

 
 
Fig.3.  The method and experiment of coplanarity verification of 

the reference plate and laser plane. a) verification method, b) 

verification experiment. 

 

 
 
Fig.4.  The experimental instruments of the reconstruction based on 

affine invariability of the ratio of triangle areas. a) object 

reconstruction, b) error estimation. 

 

Firstly, the camera captures the image of the reference 

plate. 8 pairs of parallel lines are extracted from the triangle 

array. The intersection of the line pair, i.e. the image of 

infinity point, is solved in ICF. Theoretically, only two pairs 

of parallel lines are enough to determine the image of the 

line at infinity. However, the accuracy can be improved by 

appropriately taking multiple groups of parallel lines. 

Secondly, according to the affine invariability of the ratio of 

triangle areas, three points on the reference plate are 

selected to form triangle 1. Each point above is the centroid 

of a small equilateral triangle, which is more accurate than 

selecting the vertices of a small triangle as the vertices of 

triangle 1. Two of the centroids of the small triangles above 

and a reconstruction point on the intersection laser stripe are 

chosen to form triangle 2. Then, the affine rectification is 

performed on the vertex image coordinates of triangle 1 and 

triangle 2. Finally, the coordinates of the reconstructed 

points in RCF are obtained from the invariable area ratio. 

The above reconstruction process is carried out in three 

groups of triangles, and the results of the three groups are 

averaged as the final reconstruction results. 

A total of six objects are reconstructed in the experiments. 

The experimental instruments and relative positions are 

shown in Fig.4.a). The reconstruction results of the six 

objects are indicated in Fig.5. Fig.5.a) to Fig.5.c), Fig.5.g) to 

Fig.5.i), and Fig.5.m) to Fig.5.o) are the reconstructed 

objects. Then, Fig.5.d) to Fig.5.f), Fig.5.j) to Fig.5.l), and 

Fig.5.p) to Fig.5.r) are the experimental results of the 

reconstruction method. 

 
 
Fig.5.  The experimental results of the reconstruction based on the 

affine invariability of the ratio of triangle areas.  a)-c), g)-i) and 

m)-o) are a gift box, a roll, a snack box, a book holder, a water cup, 

a bottle, a spoon, a fan and a sugar box. d)-f), j)-l) and p)-r) are the 

reconstruction results of a)-c), g)-i) and m)-o). 

 
The reconstruction error is estimated and analyzed by the 

reconstruction experiment of the standard length on the error 

analysis board. The experimental instruments and relative 

positions are shown in Fig.4.b). The error value of 

reconstruction based on the affine invariance of the 

triangular area ratio is shown in Fig.6. In the test, the 

reference plate is located on the positions of 550, 600, 650, 

and 700 mm away from the camera. Four standard lengths 

of 30, 60, 90, and 120 mm on the error analysis board are 

selected as the benchmarks. The planar laser is coincident 

with the reference plate, and the length is then reconstructed 

in the RCF. The subtraction of the reconstruction length and 

the standard length accurately describes the reconstruction 

error. In addition, the error analysis experiments are 

performed to study the influence of the distance between the 

error analysis board and the reference plate (DER) on the 

accuracy. The error analysis board is placed at the positions 
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of 100, 200, 300, and 400 mm away from the reference 

plate, respectively. The first set of error tests is conducted 

by placing the plate at the position 550 mm away from the 

camera. When the error analysis board is 100 mm away 

from  the  reference  plate,  the error absolute of the system 

is shown in Fig.6.a). The width of the error bar represents 

the probability density of the error point, and the shape of 

the error bar demonstrates the data distribution of the group 

of  the  error  points.  The  average reconstruction error of 

the  standard  length  of 30 mm is 0.99 mm. For the standard  

length of 60 mm, the error augments to 1.20 mm. For the 

length of 90 mm, the error rises to 1.40 mm. Finally, when 

the length is 120 mm, the error is as high as 1.74 mm. The 

results show that the error tends to increase evidently with 

the increment of the standard length for the same DER. 

When the error analysis board is 200, 300, and 400 mm 

away from the reference plate, the errors for the reference 

length of 30 mm are 1.10, 1.11, and 1.30 mm, respectively. 

The results show that the reconstruction error increases 

slowly with the increment of the DER. 

  

 

 
 
Fig.6.  The errors of the reconstruction system based on the affine invariability of the ratio of triangle areas. a)-d) the DRC is 550 mm, the 

DERs are 100, 200, 300, 400 mm, separately. e)-h) DRC is 600 mm, DERs are 100, 200, 300, 400 mm, separately. i)-l) the DRC is 

650 mm, the DERs are 100, 200, 300, 400 mm, separately. m)-p) the DRC is 700 mm, the DERs are 100, 200, 300, 400 mm, separately. 

 

In the next step, the reference plate is placed at distances 

of 600, 650, and 700 mm away from the camera, and the 

above experimental process is repeated. When the distance 

between the reference plate and the camera (DRC) is fixed, 

the variation law of the reconstruction error is shown in 

Fig.7. and Table 1. RL is short for the reference length in 

Table 1. The error analysis experiments are executed to 

study the impact of DRC on the accuracy, by which the 

trend of the error can be qualitatively analyzed. The 

reconstruction error is analyzed by the reconstruction 

experiment of the standard length on the error analysis 

board. In the test, four standard lengths of 30, 60, 90, and 

120 mm on the error analysis board are selected as the 

benchmarks. The subtraction result of the reconstruction 

length and the standard length accurately describes the 

reconstruction error. The checkerboard pattern on the error 
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analysis board is printed by Cannon C3020 printer, which 

provides the printing resolution of 1200 dpi×1200 dpi. As 

one inch is 25.4 mm, the accuracy of the reference length is 

0.02 mm. Furthermore, the reference lengths are also 

verified by the Vernier caliper. It can be observed from the 

data in Table 1. that the reconstruction error not only 

increases significantly as the DER increases, but also 

increases as the DRC rises. In summary, when the DRC, 

DER, and reference length are 550, 100, and 30 mm, the 

reconstruction error approaches a minimum of 0.99 mm. 

 

 
 
Fig.7.  The reconstruction error statistics of the active vision 

system based on the affine invariability of the ratio of triangle 

areas. a)-d) the DRCs are 550, 600, 650, and 700 mm, respectively. 

 
Table 1.  The reconstruction error of the method based on the 

affine invariability of the ratio of triangle areas. 

 

DRC 

/mm 

DER 

/mm 

Error/mm 

RL= 

30 

RL= 

60 

RL= 

90 

RL= 

120 

550 

100 0.99 1.20 1.40 1.74 

200 1.10 1.34 1.76 2.02 

300 1.11 1.35 1.75 2.04 

400 1.30 1.55 1.86 2.05 

600 

100 1.18 1.29 1.41 1.49 

200 1.21 1.49 1.81 2.16 

300 1.46 1.84 1.98 2.24 

400 2.05 2.21 2.30 2.45 

650 

100 1.00 1.16 1.25 1.54 

200 1.26 1.78 2.03 2.23 

300 1.60 2.03 2.36 2.36 

400 2.09 2.18 2.71 2.84 

700 

100 1.24 1.31 1.64 1.76 

200 1.43 1.80 2.48 2.53 

300 1.95 2.56 2.84 3.24 

400 2.86 3.31 3.84 4.54 

 

The experiment is also performed to test and discuss the 

influence of the number of the parallel lines on the 

reconstruction error. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 pairs of the parallel lines 

are extracted to solve the image of the line at infinity, 

respectively. Then the reconstruction is carried out based on 

the different pair number of the parallel lines. The trend of 

reconstruction errors under all conditions is illustrated in 

Fig.8. From Fig.8., the accuracy of the method can be 

refined by appropriately selecting multiple sets of parallel 

lines. 

 

 
 
Fig.8.  Influence of the different number of parallel lines on the 

active vision reconstruction based on affine invariability of ratio of 

triangle areas. a)-d) the DRCs are 550, 600, 650, and 700 mm, 

separately. 

 

 
 
Fig.9.  Influence of the image noise on the active vision 

reconstruction based on affine invariability of the ratio of triangle 

areas. a)-d) the DRC are 550, 600, 650, 700 mm, separately. 
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In order to test the influence of the accuracy of the 

extracted image point coordinates on the reconstruction 

error, the random Gaussian noise is selected for the 

extracted point coordinates. Fig.9. shows the variation trend 

of the reconstruction error under noisy conditions. The 

random noises with the mean of 0 and the variances of 0.2, 

0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 pixel are added to the coordinates. The 

reconstruction error shows a clearly upward trend with the 

increase of Gaussian noise variance. The mean of the 

reconstruction errors is 3.07 mm for the noise of 1.0 pixel, 

DRC of 700 mm. 

In order to verify the accuracy of the method, the 

reconstruction method in Euclidean space [27], and method 

adopting the small triangle vertices as large triangle vertices 

are selected for the error comparison test. In the same 

experimental environment, the reconstruction error derived 

from the reconstruction distance and the standard distance is 

tested by the same error analysis board. The comparison 

results are shown in Fig.10. It can be seen from the error 

comparison results that the average errors of the three 

methods increase simultaneously when the DER increases. 

However, the method in the paper is more stable. When the 

DER decreases, the reconstruction accuracy of the method 

in the paper is higher than that of the other two methods. 

 

 
 

Fig.10.  The comparison of average reconstruction errors of three 

methods. Error-1 is the average error of the method adopting the 

small triangle vertices as large triangle vertices. Error-2 is the 

average error of the reconstruction method in Euclidean space. 

Error-3 is the average error of the reconstruction method in the 

paper. a)-d) the DRCs are 550, 600, 650, and 700 mm, separately. 
 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes an active-vision-based reconstruction 

method. In the reconstruction model, the planar laser is on 

the same plane of the reference plate patterned with the 

equilateral triangle array. The image of the line at infinity is 

employed to transform the image to the affine space and 

then the laser point and the centroids of the triangles are 

adopted to constitute the invariant of the area ratio. 

According to the affine invariant, the final reconstructed 

coordinates are obtained in RCF. Since the position of the 

laser plane can be freely selected, the method is an active 

vision reconstruction with the high experimental flexibility. 

Moreover, as the DRC and DER decrease, the 

reconstruction accuracy will be enhanced. To sum up, the 

reconstruction method based on the affine invariability of 

the triangle area ratio has great potential in the field of 3D 

measurement. 
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